Strawberries Will Save the World
This is documentary by Yoko Okumura about her
mother, Yuko. Yuko is obsessed by strawberries.
she loves them and loving strawberries can save
the world.
Video: https://vimeo.com/216918144
Film Maker’s Website: http://www.yokofilm.com/

How do you like to eat strawberries?
What is your favorite fruit? How do you like to eat it?
Do you collect anything? What?
Do you know anyone with a fun or interesting hobby? What?

Where did Yuko meet her strawberry friends?

How does her husband feel about her hobby?

What does say about the number ’15’? (Two possible answers)

What things will happen in Yuko’s movie about Strawberries?

How does Yuko say we can save the world?

require check excited enthusiast magnets original
research energy image collecting
1. ___________ attract anything made of iron or steel.
2. The crew ran a ___________ of the sound system before the concert started.
3. He has been ___________ stamps since he was five years old.
4. Swimming fast takes a lot of ___________.
5. My father is a bicycle ___________. He often cycles over 150km.
6. She could not sleep because she was so ___________ about the party.
7. I saw my own ___________ in the mirror.
8. Does your job ___________ you to wear a suit every day?
9. She has an ___________ idea for a book.
10. Dr. Mendez uses a microscope in her ___________.
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What design or pattern do you like on things
What are your mother or fathers hobbies?
Do you belong to any online groups?
How do you feel about meeting people you have met online in real life?
Have you ever been on TV? Why?
How do you keep yourself happy?
Are you a book person?
Have you done or seen anything exciting recently?

